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Will fracking cause water pollution ?



Pennsylvania law on fracking chemicals 
worries doctors
On May 15 the Ohio State Senate approved legislation that would prevent 
physicians from sharing information about patients’ exposure to 
hydrofracking chemicals with their local health departments, first 
responders, or anyone else who might have been exposed.

New PA Law Lets Doctors Know What 
Chemicals Are Killing You - But They're Not 
Allowed To Tell You

Doctors Call for Fracking Moratorium
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Lois Gibbs on Fracking
Fracking is comparable to the Love 

Canal pollution Disaster

Love Canal: Companies buried 
hazardous chemicals just below surface

Fracking: hazardous chemical are 
injected deep down into the earth from 
where it will found pathways to move 
upward and pollute our fresh water 
aquifers







22 000 ton chemical







SUPERFUND







Red barrels = 700 barrels unknown chemicals

1 barrel = 160 liters

LOIS GIBBS "How dare they! How dare they made a decision about my little girl or 
boy living or dying!" Gibbs yelled. “The current trends in hydrofracking mirror the 
serious reality of water poisoning in Niagara Falls”



LOIS GIBBS
The main lesson to be learned from 

the Love Canal crisis is that in 
order to protect public health from 

chemical contamination there 
needs to be a massive outcry

- a choir of voices……



Mr. Jan-Willem Eggink: 1 000 ha fracked from 30 boreholes
240 Olympic swimming 
pools of water require 

Chemical input
equivalent of 120 000 fertilizer bags of 50 kg 100 m thick fracked area 

5 km by 2 km



700bar: 20 million liters of water; 5 % sand; 1% chemicals

Chemicals = 4 000 fertilizer bags of 50 kg for each borehole







Backflow and produced water













Artesian borehole

Karoo Basin is

Artesian

Water at 3km depth is 90 
degrees C, salty and 
contains radioactive 

material



Great Artesian Basin

Australia

Karoo Artesian 
Basin

Blue aquifers will 
have an area of 2 
million ha in 100 
years if 10% is 
fracked

Will contain dirty 
water equivalent to 
20 million olympic
pools









A mother’s exposure to fracking before birth 
increases the overall prevalence of low birth 
weight by 25 percent
Elaine Hill, Cornell University doctoral candidate 



Three northeastern Pennsylvania families 
have reached a $1.6 million settlement with 
a gas drilling company over contaminated 
water wells.
23rd June 2012, Associated Press, Pittsburgh

Attorney Todd O'Malley said he believes this is the first 
case involving pollution in the Marcellus Shale region 
where settlement terms were publicly disclosed. Past 
disputes have been sealed.



Will the Karretjie people agree?



Albert Schweitzer

Man has lost the capacity to 
foresee and to forestall,

he will end by destroying the world




